Women’s Ministry Book Club
Presented by a collection of Long Island churches committed to celebrating and inspiring women’s lives.

An Altar in the World
By Barbara Brown Taylor

Wednesday evenings
January 8 – February 26, 2014
6:30pm – 8:00pm

January 8 – 29 at Brookville Reformed Church
2 Brookville Road, Glen Head, NY 11545

February 5 – 26 at Christ Episcopal Church
1355 Northern Boulevard, Manhasset, NY 11030

In her New York Times Bestseller, Barbara Brown Taylor shares how she learned to encounter God far beyond the walls of the church. Through insightful reflection, winsome prose, thought-provoking stories and simple yet powerful spiritual practices, Taylor reveals meaningful ways to recognize the sacred in the small things you encounter every day. In a world where faith is often construed as a way of thinking, come be inspired to walk through life with greater attention, passion, freedom and true moments of human connection. Discover the altars in your life where God’s grace and love abound.

Join us each week for meaningful discussion and personal reflection. Refreshments provided.

RSVP requested.
Email lesleymazzotta@gmail.com or call 516-627-3494.
A gilded altar is the highest level altar that can be built in the chapel of a player-owned... Once an altar has been created, anyone who visits the player-owned house has access to the altar itself and the bonus experience it has to offer. This has led to players grouping up in friends chats to track players currently "hosted" altar. This has led to an evolution of many "house parties" from actual get-togethers to sharing one's altar access. Ironmen cannot interact with an altar other than their own. During Double XP Weekends, altars only give their usual bonuses; furthermore, no bonus experience is used, and experience-boosting items or other bonuses will not ... Å Yanille on world 31 also often hosts open altars, and so this world is commonly used for training Prayer. Question: "What is an altar?". Answer: An altar is any structure upon which offerings such as sacrifices are made for religious purposes. It was usually a raised platform with a flat surface. There are over four hundred references to altars in the Bible. The word altar is first used in Genesis 8:20 when Noah built an altar to the Lord after leaving the ark. However, the idea was present as early as Genesis 4:3â€“4 when Cain and Abel brought their sacrifices to the Lord. They most likely presented their offerings on some type of altar, even though the word altar is not used in that pass. The Demon Altar is a crafting station that can be found in Chasms in the Corruption, Underground, and exceedingly rare in water, above ground, or in Dungeons. They are the counterpart to Crimson Altars. The Demon Altar is used to create the following items: Slime Crown. Suspicious Looking Eye. Worm Food. Night's Edge. Bloody Spine. As of v1.1, it is possible to destroy these Altars with the Pwnhammer dropped from the Wall of Flesh. Destroying them "blesses" your world with three of six new ores.